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Overview & Agenda
Please have pencil and paper handy for today’s activities.

Overview

In our increasingly global community, we may discover our newfound recovery conflicts with either our own native
culture or adopted culture abroad, creating, contributing, or amplifying codependent patterns with major impact.
As a first generation American of Italian parents who migrated later in life and a sponsor to internationals, I’ve
observed this first-hand. My own recovery journey has helped me to identify, assess and overcome cultural
expectations that were both in conflict with American society…and with the healthy and loving relationships I desire.
This workshop seeks to help people identify, address and navigate the potential pitfalls of cultural codependency
using CoDA steps and traditions. Handouts will be provided.

Program Agenda

Presenter Introduction & Personal Story
Self-Assessment of Common cultural codependency patterns (Handout)
Discussion
Tools (Handout)
Wrap-up/Prayer

10 minutes
15 minutes
10 minutes
15 minutes
5 minutes

About the Presenter

My name is Isabella. I live in Safety Harbor on the Gulf Coast of Florida. A native of Los Angeles, I was raised in
Maryland and lived in rural West Virginia for ten years. It was there that I hit my codependent bottom and found
online CoDA and my sponsor Barbara L., whom some of you may know as local to SoCal.
My CoDA sober date is January 1, 2009 and my AA sobriety date if July 8, 2001. I like to mention this because in CoDA
recovery, I’ve come to believe that while I qualify for AA and am active, I drank on top of my codependence.
Practicing CoDA recovery has had far-reaching impact on my life, and by extension, my relationship with my Higher
Power and with others. Apart from helping me to achieve and maintain ongoing relational and spiritual growth, CoDA
has helped me reclaim my authentic self and an increasingly trusting relationship with a loving Higher Power. In
recovery, I’ve gained tremendous ground in fulfilling my personal potential, completing two degrees, starting a
successful business, contributing to several spiritual books, and increasingly becoming the mom, friend and woman I
want to be. CoDA remains critical to my ability to navigate life, including several significant challenges, with greater
awareness and grace.

